
AN ANALYSIS OF THE LONELINESS AND FRIENDSHIP IN THE MICE AND

MEN BY JOHN STEINBECKS

Without friends, people would suffer from lonliness and solitude. In the novel, Of Mice And Men, by John Steinbeck, the
two main themes are friendship and.

The fact that the setting for OfMice and Men is a Califomia valley dictates, according to the symbolism of
Steinbeck's landscapes, that this story will take place in a fallen. George was able to tell Slim of the incident in
their hometown of Weed, where Lennie accidentally tore a ladies dress. This is interesting as George and
Lennie are the only workers that have a companion. The novels two main characters, George and Lennie,
embody the American struggle to survive the Depression, but the novel is timeless because it captures the
personal isolation and suffering present in the land of opportunity. Another give and take friendship was
between George and Slim, who were able to support and advise each other, as well as bring up many
opportunities that one might have never experienced. She was so eager for attention that she would go as far as
acting inappropriately flirtatious, malevolently cruel, or even overtly insecure. His loneliness turned him into a
very cold and bitter soul, and he often shies away in reaction to others, because no one has ever been kind
enough to him to make him feel comfortable enough to open up. Wang, John Steinbeck , born in Salinas,
California, is one of the most significant and representative American writers in that era. Sort By: Search
George is genuinely proud of Lennie and needs him otherwise he would be very lonely. His sense of
loneliness was often conveyed through his solitaire games; he was so lonely that he had to play a card game on
his own. Lennie has a very short attention span and cannot concentrate on anything for a long length of time.
In many ways nearer the end of the book you could say that George does what he does in an act of friendship,
but in other ways an act of betrayal. A profound part of what contributes to the feeling of loneliness is a lack
of emotional empathy from others. Loneliness drew George and Crooks even deeper into their abyss, leading
them down a path to emotional destruction. Without friends, people would suffer from lonliness and solitude.
This lack of empathy created a barrier between George and Carlson, along with other men like Carlson, for
they cannot emotionally connect or forge a friendship due to the lack of understanding. He also dreams that he
was treated equally to white people. When the worker find George they assume that he got the gun of Lennie
and shot him in self-defence only Slim really knows what has gone on. At this point in time George is still
acting as if everything is fine and that their friendship is as strong as ever. This made Crooks fell a lot better,
as he felt wanted, and because he had met a friend, which Crooks had never had before. Crooks openly
admitted to how he gets sick of being so lonely, and just as soon as he finally managed to open up and expose
himself to the outside world, he emotionally withdrew back within himself just as quickly, for having
permanent company and a real chance of surfacing from his abyss of loneliness was too good to be true.
George gives all the care and advice he can to Lennie. Two ranch hands he particularly never got along with
were Curley and Carlson. Since, Related Documents Literary Analysis of Steinbeck's Of Mice and Men Essay
Depression was a period with high inflation and unemployment, where millions of families lost their savings
and their livelihoods. She is married to a man she doesn't love and who doesn't love her. Given the name for
his crooked back, he is still a very respectable worker. He believed that George got upset over simple things
such as ketchup. The characters experience loneliness, are unhappy with this state and desire empathy. This
continuous migration deterred them from building substantial relationships.


